THE HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT
(C.C.S.M. c. H60)

Traffic Control Devices Order, amendment

Regulation 103/2003
Registered June 26, 2003

Manitoba Regulation 264/88 amended
1 The Traffic Control Devices Order, Manitoba Regulation 264/88, is amended by this regulation.

2 The Schedule is amended by adding the following after section 80.10:

Temporary Airstrip sign (MW-129)
80.11(1) A “Temporary Airstrip” sign shall be used to warn drivers that the highway is temporarily being used as an airstrip.

80.11(2) A “Temporary Airstrip” sign shall

(a) be rectangular in shape and erected so that the long dimension is vertical;

(b) be not less than 900 mm in width and 1200 mm in height;

(c) be mat gray in colour in the upper 860 mm portion and display in that portion

(i) a standard orange warning sign 600 mm x 600 mm, and

(ii) displaying a symbolic airplane and airstrip in black;

(d) be orange in colour in the lower 900 mm by 340 mm display the words “Temporary Airstrip” in black uppercase letters not less than 90 mm in height;

(e) be reflectorized to show the same colour and shape by night as by day; and
(f) bear the markings and have the dimensions illustrated in the following figure:

![Sign diagram]

**Piste d'atterrissage temporaire sign tab (MW-129TA)**

**80.12(1)** A "Piste d'atterrissage temporaire" sign tab may be used directly below sign MW-129.

**80.12(2)** A "Piste d'atterrissage temporaire" sign tab shall

(a) be rectangular in shape and erected so that the long dimension is horizontal;

(b) be not less than 900 mm in width and 450 mm in height;

(c) be orange in colour and display the words "Piste d'atterrissage temporaire" in black uppercase letters not less than 75 mm in height;

(d) be reflectorized to show the same colour and shape by night as by day; and
(e) bear the markings and have the dimensions illustrated in the following figure:
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